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SUMMARY
Protein–protein interaction networks

(PPINs) are abstract representations of inter-
actions between proteins. While there has
been considerable insight from investigating
PPINs alone [1], analysing them in an inte-
grated way, together with gene-expression
data provides biological context [3]. In
recent years, much attention has been given
to single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq)
techniques as they allow researchers to
study and characterise tissues at single-
cell resolution [4]. We present SCPPIN, a
method to integrate such scRNA-seq data
with PPINs to detect active modules in cells
of different transcriptional states [5]. As a
case study, we investigate scRNA-seq from
human liver spheroids but these techniques
are also applicable to other organisms and
tissues. This novel method allows us to iden-
tify proteins important in liver metabolism
that could not be detected from gene ex-
pression data alone. Furthermore, we can
associate cells in a given transcriptional state
with enriched biological pathways.

METHOD

1. Clustering of scRNA-seq data (e.g., with SEURAT [2]).

2. Computation of p-values of differential expression for each cluster.

3. Estimation of node scores by fitting a beta-uniform model with a maximum-likelihood
approach [3].

4. Combination of these node scores with a reference PPIN to construct node-weighted
PPINs for each cluster.

5. Computation of functional modules with maximal change in gene expression as
maximum-weight connected subgraphs with DAPCSTP [6].
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As a case study, we measure scRNA-seq in human primary hepatocytes. We use SEURAT to
cluster the cells and to identify differentially expressed genes (DEG). We construct a PPIN from
the publicly available BIOGRID database, version 3.5.166. We use SCPPIN to detect functional
modules for each cluster of hepatocytes. Here, we show one example: A functional module
consisting of nine proteins. This includes the proteins expressed by the genes that have the
seven lowest p-values (e.g., PPP1R3C) but also two additional proteins: APP and EGFR, which
are both membrane-bound receptors.

If we use SCPPIN to detect functional modules in different cell clusters, we obtain different
functional modules that are associated with different biological functions in the liver, e.g.,
‘response to inflammation’ or ‘alcohol metabolic process’.

BENEFITS OF THIS METHOD
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1. We associate each cell cluster (which
represent cell types or transcriptional
states) with an active module in the
PPIN.

2. This identifies proteins that are not dif-
ferentially expressed and thus would
have been missed by a differential ex-
pression analysis alone.
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AVAILABILITY
The SCPPIN method is available as an R li-
brary and as an online-tool under
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